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Abstract

The explosion in mobile and data traffic in the last decade hasled to a rapid proliferation in

wireless networks. A plethora of wireless access technologies are available today each with a

different offering. Some offer high data rates within a restricted coverage area such as 802.11

hotspots. Others, offer lower data rates but with a much wider coverage such as UMTS. This

diversity can be harnessed in a way that creates a ubiquitouscommunications platform for the

user. This is the premise of the heterogeneous networks vision/architecture: an environment

where disparate technologies cooperate together and complement each other. However, there

are various technical challenges in the way of such convergence. The first obstacle is enabling

communication between disparate mobility protocols. Oncethis is achieved, the diversity of

networks in itself poses a challenge for the user as to which network he connects to.

This thesis answers the first question by reviewing the low-latency handover literature to

identify the most credible solutions. The general consensus amongst researchers in the field

has been to bridge the gap between the network and link layersso that IP protocols can react

quickly to link changes. To answer the second question, thisthesis defines a framework to as-

sess handover decision algorithms based on application performance. The merit of the handover

algorithm’s decision is measured by how well the application performs after handover. In order

to facilitate this process, a simulation module was createdwithin the NS2 network simulator

that allows mobile devices to collect network measurementsand feed that information into a

decision algorithm to decide whether or not handover shouldbe triggered.

Through this evaluation process, a number of issues emergedas possible stumbling blocks.

The first such issue is the inconsistency between local network conditions measured at the Ac-

cess Point or Base Station, and the end to end conditions experienced by the user’s application.

Another issue is the algorithm’s adaptability to user and application preferences. Personal users

might be cost aware opting to trade off quality for a lower cost in certain circumstances. The
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handover algorithm must be able to accommodate such scenarios. Furthermore, algorithms

must be able to adapt their decisions according to the application’s requirements. Using ap-

plication profiles with thresholds or utility functions canresult in better decisions than using

absolute values. If an application is satisfied with the current network conditions, it might not

be in its benefit to move to a different network even if it offered better conditions. In fact, it

might suffer as a result of possible handover disruptions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The proliferation of mobile devices and the substantial diversification in mobile applications in

recent years meant that users are faced with a large choice oftechnologies for their networking

needs. These include, among many others, GSM, UMTS, 802.11 and Bluetooth. If users are

to have the flexibility of always having the best connection for their application, vertical han-

dovers across heterogeneous networks become a necessity. However, this poses a number of

challenges. The first challenge is network selection: how a user chooses which network to use

for a particular application. This is not straightforward and needs to take into account a several

factors. For example, a user may be connected to an 802.11 Access Point (AP) for a large file

transfer but his device’s battery level decreases to a pointthat does not permit the completion of

the transfer. The user may then want to switch to a technologythat requires less transmission

power but might offer lower data rates. In such a scenario, the choice of the network has to

take into consideration the various parameters at play and produce an optimal (or sub-optimal)

utility.

There have been many proposals that deal with handover decision in heterogeneous networks,

using various approaches such as Multi-Attribute DecisionMaking (MADM) [67], Markov

Decision processes (MDP) [61] and Fuzzy Logic processes [50]. Regardless of what technique

is used, the goal is to maximize some utility function, of thenetwork attributes, that tries to best

accommodate the requirements of the application. This often leads to relaxing some constraints

for a particular gain. In the example mentioned above, the decision process may chose to han-

dover to a lower power network, compromising on the application’s throughput requirements

to save power. In fact this problem is not unique to vertical handover, but applies to a variety of

situations where a decision has to be made on conflicting criteria. Examples may be found in
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economics [58], [57], social sciences [68] or biology [53].

Handing over between various networks is, in itself, a complex process. Issues related to

latency, signalling and computational costs must all be addressed in order to establish whether

or not handing over to another network is a sound decision. The complexity is increased even

further when aspects related to pricing and subscription rights are considered. In all, it is

desirable to have the flexibility to move between networks inorder to maximize the quality of

service but it is also important to study the effects and the costs associated with such schemes.

1.2 Contributions

Having established the complexity of vertical handover decisions, it is important to evaluate the

effectiveness of decision algorithms in selecting the appropriate network for the user’s needs .

There are numerous approaches proposed in the literature that tackle this issue, however, due

to the their diversity, it is difficult to compare the performance of one approach against the

other. This work’s main contribution lies in proposing a common evaluation framework than

can be used to compare and asses decision algorithms. The keyelements of this contribution

are summarized as follows:

1. A framework for evaluating handover decision algorithmsis defined, based on application

performance. A number of key metrics can be used to determinethe performance of the

application after each handover. The algorithm’s merit is assessed based on whether

or not (and how much) the application is deemed to have benefited from the handover

decision.

2. A set of simulation tools that facilitate the evaluation process are built. These consist

of a measurement module that gathers the necessary network information and a decision

module that evaluates the various attributes to reach a conclusion. The modular structure

of the decision modules means new algorithms can be easily added alongside existing

ones without the need for modifications to the main structures of the tool.

3. Some of the difficulties in making the right handover decisions are identified. First, the

difficulty in judging end-to-end network conditions through measurements made at Ac-

cess Point or Base Station level, makes it difficult to predict the application performance

after handover. Second, handover algorithms must be able totrade off cost and quality in

accordance with user preferences.
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4. Some enhancements to improve the handover decision process are proposed. These in-

clude using application profiles or thresholds and utilities rather than absolute metric

values to evaluate network parameters. In addition, dynamically adapting the decision

algorithm according to the application’s requirements, sothat the most suitable network

for the current application is selected.

1.3 Publications

1. T.R. Benouaer and J.K. Pollard, ”Seamless Adaptive Handover Across Radio Access

Networks”, European Modelling Symposium (EMS), London, 2006.

1.4 Report Structure

The remainder of this document is structured as follows:

The next chapter provides background information about regarding mobility management sys-

tems. Chapter 3 provides further details presenting the various research efforts aiming to re-

duce mobile IP handover latency, as well the various vertical handover decision schemes. This

is followed by two chapters on handover decision algorithms. The first one presents an eval-

uation of a number of decision algorithms, and the other comparing the decision pattern of

those algorithms. The last chapter concludes the thesis by summarizing the main findings and

contributions.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Heterogeneous Wireless Networks

Heterogeneous networks are a set of dissimilar wireless technologies that coexist and cooperate

to provide uninterrupted connectivity to the user. Controlinformation is exchanged between

adjacent networks to maintain connectivity as the user moves from one access network to the

other. Heterogeneous networks provide an inter-working platform where different wireless

technologies interoperate to extend their network coverage. Several wireless technologies exist

today each with its own service offerings. The heterogeneous networks framework aims to ex-

ploit this diversity to create a ubiquitous communication system encompassing all the different

technologies.

Wireless access technologies fall into one of two categories: packet-switched Internet technolo-

gies or circuit-switched cellular technologies. Circuit-switched technologies were developed

to provide voice services to mobile users. Early examples ofthese systems include the global

system for mobile communications (GSM). They have the advantage of wide area coverage

but have very limited data rates, up to 9.6 kbps for GSM [69]. Packet-switched technologies

such as the IEEE 802.11x standard family were developed to provide wireless access to data

networks. They have higher data rates, up to 54Mbps for 802.11 [34], but with very restricted

mobility within a relatively small area compared to cellular technologies.

Both circuit-switched and packet-switched systems enjoyed great success in their respective

domains. Circuit-switched systems benefited from the worldwide proliferation of mobile voice

communications. Packet-switched systems profited from theexplosive growth of Internet data

services. This enormous success in these two sectors fueleda new drive to offer Internet data

services on the move. This posed major challenges for both systems. Circuit-switched systems
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had very limited data rates to support Internet data services. Packet-switched systems did not

have adequate mobility support to manage application mobility. Both systems needed to evolve

to meet these new challenges.

A host of new technologies were introduced to cater for the emerging mobile data services. The

general packet radio system (GPRS) was the first one to emergein the cellular domain. It was

introduced as an upgrade into the GSM architecture and offered packet data services at rates

in the region of 144 kbps[20]. Further enhancements to the GPRS system lead to the advent

of the universal mobile telecommunications system (UMTS)[26]. The UMTS technology of-

fered both circuit-switched and packet-switched servicesat data rates of up to 2Mbps. This was

still far less than the data rates available through 802.11 and other packet-switched technologies.

Packet-switched technologies offered high data rates but lacked adequate mobility support.

There have been various proposals to incorporate mobility into 802.11i and increase its trans-

mission range [42, 16, 75]. Nevertheless, the predominant deployment strategy has been in the

form of scattered service islands or hotspots within publicspaces. Only users within range of

these hotspots are able to access their data applications. New emerging packet-switched tech-

nologies offer better reach and mobility support. These include 802.16 [33](branded WiMax)

and 802.20 [8] (branded mobile-Fi) with coverage areas of upto 30 km and 20 km respectively.

These two technologies are based on cellular architecturesand are expected to rival traditional

cellular technologies such as UMTS.

The distinctions between cellular and packet-switched networks are becoming increasingly

vague. Packet-switched networks have adopted many cellular techniques and vice versa. This

reflects the service convergence trend between voice and data applications. Voice and data

are bundled together in a variety of services such as Microsoft’s instant messaging service

and online ”ring back” services. Offering such services through an integrated voice and data

network is more cost-effective than two separate networks.Operational and maintenance costs

are consolidated resulting in major savings in expenditure. The integration drive is also an

indication of the success of the Internet Protocol (IP) as aninter-working platform between

networking technologies. This can be seen in the ubiquity ofthe Internet, which is available

through a wide range of access media.

Most new radio access technologies, including UMTS and WiMax, integrate IP into their
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protocol stack to facilitate access to Internet data applications. This creates an opportunity for

interoperation between IP-enabled networks. The heterogeneous networks architecture exploits

this interoperation to create an integrated communications platform using IP as a common

network layer (layer 3 of the Open Systems Interconnection-OSI- networking model). This

allows communications sessions to be maintained uninterrupted across network domains. A set

of IP-based networking protocols are used to enable the transfer of control information across

disparate access networks. The purpose of these protocols is to facilitate interoperation be-

tween wireless technologies. They implement the functionsrequired to maintain cross-network

communication sessions independently of the underlying access network. Such functions in-

clude managing application mobility, handover between networks, and maintenance of QoS

and security settings.

2.2 Mobility in Heterogeneous Wireless Networks

Mobility management is one of the most vital elements of the heterogeneous networks architec-

ture. The mobility management system encompasses all the network components and protocols

required to maintain the user’s (application) connectivity to the network on the move. It is

mainly concerned with two issues: location tracking and session handover.

2.2.1 Location Tracking

The location-tracking element is responsible for maintaining an up-to-date record of the user’s

(application) current location. The session-handover element is responsible for transferring live

communication sessions between network cells or domains.

Tracking the location of the user requires the network to hold a static and a dynamic record of

his current location. The static record is the first point of reference to which any queries about

the user’s location are directed. It is a permanent record that stores the user’s dynamic location

and is updated whenever that location changes. The dynamic record holds a temporary log of

the user’s details at his current point of attachment to the network. It is created when the user

first registers his details with a new network cell (domain) and is removed as soon as he moves

away from it.

2.2.2 Session Handover

The handover process constitutes a major part of the mobility management system. It extends

the reach of the access network and ensures uninterrupted communications for mobile appli-
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cations. As the user moves out of range of a network cell (domain), he is seamlessly handed-

over to the adjacent cell (domain) without interrupting theprogress of his application. This

is achieved through a continuous signal monitoring and assessment process. A handover is

triggered when the quality of the received signal deteriorates below a specific threshold. The

handover process examines neighbouring network access points and identifies one with ade-

quate signal quality. A connection is established to the selected access point and the user’s

communications session is seamlessly handed over to it.

2.2.3 Heterogeneous Networks

Managing mobility across heterogeneous networks introduces new challenges. One of the

major challenges is the lack of interoperation between the mobility management systems of

different wireless technologies. Mobility support has traditionally been implemented as part

of the radio access system itself (in the link layer or layer 2of the OSI model). As a re-

sult, signaling protocols and control information are onlyfunctional within access networks

implementing the same technology (homogeneous networks).Providing mobility support at

the network layer, using IP, averts this problem and allows the transfer of control information

across heterogeneous networks. Location tracking and handover functions are implemented

using IP-based protocols to enable interoperable and seamless mobility across dissimilar radio

access networks [4].

However, mobility support in IP is very limited. Network addresses in IP are hierarchical

addresses that are associated with a specific subnet within adomain. They define a specific

network point and are not mobile. When a user changes his network attachment point, he is

allocated a new IP address. In addition, two IP addresses arerequired for every user to enable

the network to track their location: a static permanent IP address and a dynamic temporary one.

Allocating IP addresses dynamically can be achieved through a number of IP-based protocols.

However, there must be an association between the dynamic and the static IP addresses to

enable packets to be delivered to the user. Furthermore, IP is a layer 3 technology and does not

have access to information regarding the link status. Hence, IP cannot promptly determine if

the user has moved out of the current cell (domain) [6].

Prompt access to link status information is more critical for session handover. Delays in

detecting the user’s movements slow down the handover process. This may affect the Quality

of Service (QoS) of the mobile application or lead to a temporary loss of connectivity. In addi-
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tion, handover decisions in heterogeneous networks can be triggered by a variety of parameters.

These might include link bandwidth, end-to-end delays, service cost, and load balancing. Fur-

thermore, handover across heterogeneous networks (intersystem handover or vertical handover)

requires the user’s mobile device to be aware of the different wireless networks available within

range. This imposes further constraints on the mobile device’s power resources. The handover

process must adopt power-saving mechanisms to minimize these constraints.

Mobility management across heterogeneous networks requires interworking protocols that

interoperate across different wireless technologies. Implementing mobility using IP-based

protocols enables interoperable operation across dissimilar access networks. Several IP-based

mobility management schemes have been developed. These fall into two main categories:

macro-mobility, such as mobile IP, and micro-mobility management systems.

2.3 Mobile IP

Macro-mobility management systems enable user reachability across several network domains.

They maintain an updated record of the users current location to ensure incoming packets can

be delivered to it. Micro-mobility is concerned with the movements of mobile nodes within

a small area designated by a network cell/domain Mobile IP provides macro-mobility support

in IP networks. It was developed to enable mobile nodes to remain reachable regardless of

their point of attachment to the network. The mobile IP protocol architecture consists of the

following components:

Mobile Node (MN) :

An IP node that is able to maintain its IP address while changing its point of attachment

to the network.

Correspondent Node (CN) :

An IP node that is communicating with a mobile node (MN).

Home agent (HA) :

An IP router that is able to provide mobility services to mobile nodes belonging to its

network.

Foreign agent/Access Router (AR):

An IP router that is able to provide mobility services to visiting MNs. In mobile IPv6,

ordinary access routers (ARs) are capable of providing foreign agent (FA) functionality.
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Mobile IP defines two IP addresses for the MN: a home address and a Care of Address (CoA).

The home address is a permanent address that remains unchanged when the MN changes its

point of attachment to the network. The leading bits of the MNs home address (network prefix)

define its home network. The CoA is a temporary address that defines the MNs current point of

attachment to the network. It is assigned to the MN while awayfrom its home network. Mobile

IP tracks the location of the MN by maintaining a binding between the two addresses at the

MNs home agent. Packets destined to the MN are intercepted byits home agent and routed

towards its current location. The home address is used to route the packets from the sender to

the MNs home address. The CoA is then used to route those packets from the home network to

their destination at the MNs current location. This bindingcan also be used by correspondent

nodes (CNs) to allow them to deliver packets directly to the MN. The packet delivery procedure

in mobile IP is illustrated in Figure 2.1 below.

Figure 2.1: Mobile IP architecture

1. packets addressed to the MN are sent using its home addressand are routed towards its

home network.

2. at the home network (domain B), the home agent intercepts the packets, encapsulates

them within a new IP packet destined towards the CoA. The packets are tunneled towards

the FA which decapsulates them and routes them to the MN.
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3. mobile IPv6 allows CNs to bypass the HA and send packets directly to the MN using the

route optimization procedure. CNs implementing route optimization maintain a binding

of the MNs home and CoA addresses, and use that information tosends packets directly

to the MNs CoA.

Mobile IP Handover

The handover procedure in mobile IP is performed in three stages: Movement detection, FA

registration, home registration.

1. Movement detection :

Movement detection in mobile IP relies on the router advertisement messages

(router adverts) sent by FAs to announce their presence. Mobile IP proposes two

movement detection algorithms based on information contained within router ad-

verts. The first algorithm inspects the lifetime of the router advert. A movement is

detected if the lifetime of the router advert has expired. The second algorithm uses

the network prefix field in the router advert to detect movements. A movement is

detected if a router advert with a different network prefix isreceived.

2. FA registration :

When the MN detects that it has moved to a new location, it initiates the neighbour

discovery procedure to register with a new FA and obtain a newCoA.

(a) The MN attaches to the link and verifies the uniqueness of its link local address

by sending a Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) solicitation to its neighbours.

If no response is received within the DAD timeout, the address is considered

unique.

(b) The MN sends a router solicitation to discover neighbouring routers.

(c) When the MN receives a router advert, it forms a new CoA using the New

Access Routers (NAR) network Prefix and its own Interface ID,and perform a

DAD check on it

(d) The completion of the DAD check indicates the end of the FA/NAR registra-

tion.

3. Home registration :

The MN performs the home registration procedure to update its home agent bind-
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ing with its new CoA. The MN sends a binding update message to its home agent,

containing the MNs new CoA. The home agent replies with a binding acknowledg-

ment. This concludes the handover procedure and subsequentpackets destined to

the MN are sent to the new CoA.

The procedures described above introduce lengthy delays that cannot be tolerated by real-

time applications ,making mobile IP unsuitable as a seamless mobility solution. Two factors

contribute to the handover delays. The movement detection procedure does not detect the

handover until the old connection is lost. This leads to a disconnection period where the MN

cannot receive or send packets. Connectivity is only restored after the MN completes the home

registration. Hence, the length of this disconnection period would depend on the end-to-end

delays between the MN and its home agent.

In the micro-domain, macro-mobility solutions such as mobile IP cannot respond to the speed

and frequency of movements. The signaling overheads would escalate because of the frequency

of the movements. The MN would suffer delays during each movement because of the home

registration procedure. Micro-mobility management systems avert these delays by localizing

the signaling associated with movements in the micro-domain. They introduce regional nodes,

which manage mobility within the local domain and use mobileIP to provide global reachabil-

ity. Several micro-mobility solutions have been proposed.A brief description of their protocol

architecture and operation is given below.

2.3.1 Mobile IP Regional Registration (MIPRR)

The Mobile IP regional registration (MIPRR) protocol [3, 10, 17] is a variant of mobile IP,

which introduces a new hierarchical approach (Hierarchical mobile IP (HMIP) is the equivalent

protocol within the IPv6 architecture. A new node is introduced called the Gateway Foreign

Agent (GFA). Each GFA designates a regional network and holds records of all MNs within

that network (the equivalent node within the HMIP architecture is called the mobility anchor

point (MAP). A number of FAs exist within a regional network and are all connected to the

GFA. The architecture of the MIPRR protocol is illustrated in figure 2.2 below. The hierarchical

architecture of the MIPRR protocol allows it to localize handover signaling messages. This

reduces registration delays caused by lengthy round trip times to the HA. However, this only

applies to movements within a GFA domain. When the MN moves toanother domain, it is

required to register its new regional address with its HA. Inthis scenario, the MN does not
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Figure 2.2: Mobile IP Regional Registration Protocol Architecture

benefit from MIPRRs localized approach and will suffer the same home registration delay as it

did with mobile IP. Furthermore, it will incur the additional overhead of regional registration

with the GFA. As a result, the MIPRR protocol cannot be considered as a viable solution for

inter-domain mobility and its benefits are restricted to intra-domain movements.

2.3.2 Intra-Domain Mobility Management Protocol (IDMP)

The Intra-Domain Mobility Management Protocol (IDMP) [3, 10, 45, 18] employs a hierarchi-

cal approach to provide mobility support within network domains. It is based on a two-level

hierarchy characterized by two classes of agents: the Subnet Agent (SA) and the Mobility Agent

(MA). The SA handles mobility inside the subnet, whereas theMA handles mobility across sub-

nets within the domain. Each MN within the IDMP network is allocated two CoAs: a Gateway

CoA (GCoA) and a Local CoA (LCoA). The GCoA identifies the MA and the LCoA identifies

the SA serving the MN.

Fast handover :

Handover occurs when the MN moves to a new subnet and registers with a new SA.
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While the MN is establishing a connection to the new SA, the MAis unaware that it has

changed its serving SA and continues forwarding packets to the old SA. Packets arriving

at the MA during this period are delivered to the old SA, and are consequently lost. A

fast handover procedure is proposed to address this problem. This assumes the MN is

capable of anticipating impending handovers, either by monitoring signal power levels

or listening to beacon signals from the SA. If the MN identifies an imminent handover,

it requests the MA to multicast packets to all neighbouring SAs, until it notifies it of its

new LCoA. Neighbouring SAs buffer the received packets until the MN is able to register

with its new SA. The new SA then forwards the buffered packetsto the corresponding

MN. This procedure is called fast handover because it reduces the amount of time during

which the MN is incapable of receiving incoming packets. TheMN does not have to wait

for the completion of the registration process to receive incoming packets. Instead, as

soon as the MN registers with its new SA, the SA delivers the buffered packets to it.

Paging support :

The paging procedure is used to enable idle MNs to save power by reducing the level

of location registration/update required from them. The IDMP system uses a multicast

procedure similar to that used in fast handover to provide paging. Paging areas are

identified by unique identifiers, which are communicated to the MN either through agent

advertisements or as part of the beacon signal. Idle MNs are then free to move within the

paging area, without having to obtain a new LCoA. When the MA receives packets for

an idle MN, it broadcasts the received packets to all SAs within the paging area. The SAs

buffer the packets until the MN registers with the MA. The SA serving the MN delivers

its incoming packets. Upon receiving these packets, the MN obtains an LCoA address

and registers with the MA. [3, 10]

The IDMP protocol, through the fast handover procedure, reduces the disruption caused

by handover delays and limits packet loss. However, it does not address the handover

delays. Although packet buffering might hide the delay for afile transfer application,

the disruption will be apparent for real-time applications. The handover anticipation

information could be used to reduce the handover delays. Furthermore, the fast handover

procedure is only useful for movements within the MA domain.Therefore, it cannot be

used to provide seamless inter-domain mobility for applications.
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2.3.3 Cellular IP (CIP)

Cellular IP (CIP) [17, 9] is a micro-mobility management scheme that combines IP routing

methods, with cellular location management procedures. Itemploys two handover mecha-

nisms, hard and semi-soft handover, which trade-off very low packet loss for higher signaling

costs. The CIP architecture consists of Gateways (GWs) and Base Stations (BSs). The Gate-

ways interwork with Mobile IP to provide macro-mobility management. A GWs IP address is

used as the Mobile IP CoA for all MNs within its domain. Withina CIP network, Gateways

act as root nodes. All packets originating from the CIP network, regardless of their destination,

are routed to the Gateway. The Gateway regularly broadcastsbeacon packets to Base Stations

(BS) within its domain. The BSs learn the path to the Gateway by keeping a record of the

interface through which the beacon packets are received, and use it to route received packets

to the Gateway. Distributed Routing and Paging Caches are used for call delivery and location

management.

The CIP handover procedure is distributed and avoids the single point of failure. However,

the handover delay is dependent on the topology of the network. Longer delays may occur

if the MN moves between two BSs which have separate paths to the Gateway. Furthermore,

handover across Gateway domains might result in longer delays because the MN needs to setup

a path to the Gateway before it can perform the home registration.

2.3.4 Handoff-Aware Wireless Access Internet Infrastructure (HAWAII)

The Handoff Aware Wireless Access Internet Infrastructure(HAWAII) [45, 56] is an intra-

domain micro-mobility management protocol. It uses IP routing mechanisms to manage user

mobility within the network domain. The HAWAII architecture is similar to that of CIP. The

domain root router has the same role as the Gateway in CIP. Themain difference between the

two protocols is that HAWAII uses specific signaling messages to setup and maintain routes to

MNs within the HAWAII network.

The Hawai protocol reduces mobility signaling overhead by using IP routing to forward pack-

ets to MNs thereby avoiding tunneling overheads. However, the path setup/refresh procedure

required to maintain connectivity to the domain root introduces new signaling overheads. Fur-

thermore, mobile IP is still needed for inter-domain mobility as the Hawaii routing procedure

would not be scalable across several domains.



Chapter 3

Literature Review

The previous chapter reviewed macro and micro mobility management techniques and anal-

ysed their performance. The analysis showed that micro mobility management techniques are

not viable for inter-domain mobility. Most of those techniques use mobile IP for inter-domain

mobility. Although mobile IP is capable of providing inter-domain mobility, the delays as-

sociated with its handover procedures, especially movement detection and home registration,

make it inadequate for real-time applications. This chapter introduces a number of schemes

that address mobile IP handover delays and provide enhancements that improve its handover

performance.

3.1 Low-Latency Handover Techniques

3.1.1 Mobile IP movement Detection Algorithms

In [21], three mobile IP movement detection schemes are analysed: Lazy Cell Switching (LCS),

Prefix Matching (PM) and Eager Cell Switching (ECS). The Lazycell switching identifies a

movement by the expiry of the router advert lifetime. The Prefix matching scheme identifies

a movement by a change in the network prefix of the router advert. It has the advantage of

avoiding unnecessary same-subnet handovers. Eager cell switching identifies a movement by

the reception of an advert from a new mobility agent. They used MNs that cannot connect to

multiple networks simultaneously and allocated one mobility agent per subnet. They analysed

TCP/ UDP communications. The handover delays observed ranged from 2.77s for ECS, to

5.91s for LCS. These results show that all three scheme are inadequate for seamless application

mobility.

In [22], the authors introduce the hinted cell switching (HCS) scheme, which uses link layer in-

formation (L2 triggers) to detect the MN’s movements. The L2triggers are generated when the

L2 connection is lost. The MN then solicits a router advert tochange its mobility agent. This
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eliminates the need to wait for the absence of router adverts(RA). However, scaling problems

might be encountered if a large number of mobile nodes handover at the same time, leading to

a huge response from neighbouring MAs.

3.1.2 A Multicast Vertical Handover Scheme

In [59], a multicast vertical handover scheme is implemented that allows users to maintain

connectivity for as long as possible with minimum disruption during handover. The scheme

uses a multicast CoA address, sending the MN’s packets to several neighbouring MAs. The

serving MA forwards the packets to the MN while the remainingMAs buffer them in case a

handoff happens in the future. The handover decision is madeaccording to signal strength in

homogeneous networks. In heterogeneous networks, the MN hands over if it detects a lower-

tier network (in terms of coverage area, but with higher bandwidth), or if it detects that it has

moved out of range of the lower-tier network. The handover isexecuted by instructing the new

MA to start forwarding packets and the old MA to stop forwarding and start buffering. If the old

MA is out of reach, the stop forwarding request is forwarded through the new MA. The system

allows for user preference or load balancing by the network to decide which cell the MN should

handover to. To save power all interfaces for networks higher in the overlay hierarchy than the

current one are turned off, and are only turned on if a handover is anticipated. Interfaces on a

lower-tier network are put onto sleep mode where they occasionally check for connections to

make sure they know that a network is available, in case a handover is needed.

Experiments with the scheme resulted in an average handoverdelay of 3s. This is inade-

quate for seamless application mobility. To improve performance a few enhancements were

introduced to the system. These include:

• Faster (more frequent) beacon messages

• Packet double-casting: sending the same packets from two different MAs to the same

MN, i.e. setting more than one MA to forward packets to the MN.Missing beacon or

packet from one of the MAs signals that it is no longer reachable.

• Header double-casting: setting one MA to forward packets tothe MN and another one to

forward headers.

The results they obtained show that fast beaconing decreases handover latency but increases

overhead (proportionally). Bandwidth is used whether or not data is being sent. Packet double-

casting eliminates handover latency and loss but at a huge cost (sending the same data twice:
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power and bandwidth cost). Header double-casting eliminates latency with less overhead but it

still uses considerable resources.

3.1.3 Link Layer Hints and Notifications

[23] proposes the fast hinted cell switching movement detection scheme for mobile IP. It is

based on the HCS scheme but here L2 triggers identify available mobility agents (MA). The

MN is then able to connect to the MA immediately without having to solicit or wait for an

advert. A single uni-directional GSM-encoded audio streambetween two IEEE 802.11 WLAN

access points, and used the SSID field in the APs to send the identity of the mobility agent to the

MN. The MN was checking periodically whether the SSID and hence the MA has changed to

detect movement. The MN was able to connect to the new MA without an agent advertisement

and movement was detected almost instantaneously (1.131ms) through link-layer information.

However, this does not deal with home registration delay which constitutes a major factor in

the handover delay. RFC 4957 [39] reviews the use of L2 triggers, sent from the link layer

interface to the IP module, to detect changes in IP configurations. The L2 triggers alert the

IP module to the status of the link (link up/down). Some L2 triggers may also contain IP

configuration parameters. The nature of information available depends on the underlying link

layer technology.

• GPRS provides an L2 trigger to the IP module upon establishing a PDP context. It pro-

vides the IPv4 address of the new link, but for IPv6, it gives an interface identifier that

can be used by the MN to create a link local address.

• CDMA2000 also provides L2 triggers with IPv4 address, and a link identifier for IPv6.

• For IEEE 802.11, when the MN associates with the AP, an L2 trigger is sent to the IP

module along with the BSSID of the AP.

In [44], link layer hints are cataloged into several categories: link type hints, link identifiers, IP

address identifiers.

• Link type hints: these describe link characteristics such as MN measured bandwidth, MN

measured bit error rate, MN packet error rate, MN link data rate

• Link identifier: which uniquely identifies the link

• IP address identifier: link layer identifiers that can be usedto identify the IP address, and

detect changes in the IP configuration.
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In [74], handover scheme is proposed that uses a likelihood function to trigger handover de-

cisions based on link layer information. The function was implemented on pre-registration

mobile IP handover. The function determines whether the link layer handover will result in

an IP handover. This ensures pre-registration is only triggered when an IP handover occurs,

thereby limiting unnecessary IP handovers and their associated costs. The likelihood function

determines the probability of an IP handover based on a number of link layer parameters as well

as IP parameters such as the subnet prefix. The probability value is compared to horizontal and

vertical handover thresholds to determine if a handover is imminent. If the value is higher than

the horizontal threshold, an intra-system IP handover is executed. If the value is higher than

both the horizontal and vertical threshold an intersystem handover is executed. An analysis of

the signaling cost incurred during handover shows that significant savings can be achieved using

the likelihood function to accurately detect IP handovers.The function eliminates unnecessary

IP handovers that occur in response to link layer handovers within the same subnet. As a result,

the costs associated with the pre-registration and home registration procedures can be avoided.

3.1.4 Neighbour Lists

In [70] an intelligent mobility management system is proposed, that consists of mobile IP ex-

tensions and a modified 802.11 handover algorithm. The proposed mobile IP extensions are

packet buffering, neighbour list updates and Link layer handover notifications.

• Packets are buffered at the FA when the MN anticipates a handover. When the handover

is completed the HA tells the old FA to re-route the buffered packets to the new FA.

• Neighbour lists are held at the FA and contain the IP address and link layer type and

quality of its neighbours. The MN may acquire this list from the router advert or send a

request to obtain it. The information in the list allows the MN to connect immediately to

the new FA in the event of a handover.

• L2 triggers alert the MN immediately when a link layer handover occurs allowing it to

connect to the new access point and register with it eliminating the need for the movement

detection procedure.

The modified 802.11 handover algorithm monitors the quality/strength of the wireless signal, if

this falls below a designated threshold and a new FA with a better signal is detected:

1. The current FA starts buffering incoming packets.

2. The MN initiates a handover to the new FA using the neighbour list information.
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3. The new CoA is sent to the HA

4. The HA requests the old FA to forward buffered packets to the new FA.

The combination of L2 triggers and neighbour list extensions reduces the handover delay by

eliminating the need to wait for missing router adverts to detect an imminent handover, as well

as the need to wait for an advert from the new FA to establish a new connection. Packet loss is

also eliminated through packet buffering. However, it doesnot deal with the home registration

delay which constitutes a significant factor in the handoverdelay.

3.1.5 Advert Cashing and Registration Simulcasting

In [12] a set of enhancements to minimize handover delay and packet loss are proposed. To

reduce detection time, more frequent router adverts are suggested to limit the time an MN has

to wait before discovering that it had moved away from its serving FA. The current recom-

mendation for router advertisement intervals is 3-10s as specified in the neighbour discovery

protocol [49]. However, more recent recommendations have suggested the figure be reduced

to 30-70ms. The frequency of router adverts has to be traded off against the increased over-

head though, especially over slow links. Fast router adverts can be an effective tool to reduce

handover delay, but only at the right frequency, and provided that the signaling overhead is not

substantially increased.

Router Advert Caching :

The router advert caching scheme [12] allows the MN to cache received adverts from

routers in its vicinity, until it is ready to initiate a handover. When the MN finally decides

to handover, it does not have to wait to receive a router advert. Instead, it can use the

information in its cache to connect to the new access router.The results obtained using

this method show much improved TCP performance, with the detection time close to

zero.

Binding Update Simulcasting :

Another technique aimed at reducing registration time is binding update simulcasting

[12]. This allows binding updates sent by the MN towards its HA during handover to be

delivered across both the old and the new link. This ensures that the registration update

reaches the HA through the fastest link.

3.1.6 Semi-Soft mobile IP handover

The term Semi-soft handover refers to handover schemes thatmaintain the connection to the

old FA while establishing a connection to the new one. These schemes anticipate the handover
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decision and start looking for a new connection before the old one is lost. This ensures minimal

interruption to the MN’s communication session as delay is minimized and packet loss is close

to zero. Mobile IPv4 has two semi-soft handover implementations: pre-registration and post-

registration handover. Mobile IPv6 implements semi-soft handover through the fast mobile IP

handover scheme.

Mobile IPv4 Pre - registration handover :

The pre-handover registration procedure is executed as follows:

1. the MN receives an L2 trigger indicating an imminent handover to a new FA

2. the MN requests a handoff from its serving FA. The handoverrequest indicates the

link layer address of the new FA.

3. the old FA inspects the new FA’s address and determines if it belongs to a new

access router,

4. the old FA obtains a new CoA from the new FA and forwards it tothe MN.

5. The old FA establishes a temporary link to the new FA, to ensure correct delivery

of packets during the handover.

6. The MN connects to the new FA and sends a fast binding updateto the old FA.

7. If the MN loses its connection to the old FA before the handover is completed, the

old FA forwards its packets to the new FA until the handover process is completed.

Mobile IPv4 Post- registration handover :

The post-registration scheme allows the MN’s traffic to be directed towards the new FA

before mobile IP registration is completed. This procedurecan be triggered by either the

old or the new FA.

1. When an imminent handover is anticipated, an L2 trigger issent to either the new

or the old FA.

2. When this trigger is received, a bidirectional edge tunnel (BET) is established be-

tween the two FAs in preparation for the handover.

3. When the old FA loses it connection to the MN, it starts forwarding traffic destined

to it to the new FA.

4. The new FA buffers the received packets, and then forwardsthem to the MN once

a connection is established between them. This is all done prior to mobile IP regis-

tration.
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In [7], the authors investigated the pre/post-registration schemes [19]. The performance

of the two schemes was analysed using the IEEE 802.11 protocol as the link layer. A

simple analytical model to investigate the delay characteristics and the buffer require-

ments of a single node during handover. Both schemes were found to reduce handover

delays. The post registration handover is actually faster since the only delay is the time to

setup the tunnel. However, individual packets will experience the added delay of going

through the tunnel. The pre-registration handover takes longer to complete because it has

to wait for the registration, but is still better than normalmobile IP because it starts the

registration before it actually connects to the new FA. However, the registration might

complete before the MN has moved to the new FA and packets might have to wait for this

to happen or they are lost.

Fast Mobile IP handover :

Fast mobile IP [38] is a variant of mobile IPv6 [36] that provides faster handover per-

formance. It anticipates the handover decision and obtainsthe details of the new access

router (NAR) prior to the actual link handover. This allows the MN to attach to it imme-

diately after the link handover. A forwarding tunnel is setup between the previous and the

new access routers (PAR/NAR). This is used to forward packets arriving at the PAR to

the MN until the handover is complete. A description of the FMIPv6 handover protocol

is given below.

1. the MN obtains an access point identifier (AP-ID) either byan L2 trigger or through

router discovery.

2. the MN sends a router solicitation for proxy advertisement (RtSolPr) to its AR to

resolve the AP-ID

3. the AR responds with a proxy router advert (PrRtAdv) containing the AP informa-

tion [AP-ID, AR-Info]

4. the MN formulates a prospective NCoA and sends a fast binding update (FBU)

message either through the new or old AR.

5. if the FBU has been sent to the PAR:

• the PAR sends a handover initiation (HI) message to the NAR, in which it sends

the NCoA, and to setup the tunnel (association between the MNand NAR so

that MN’s packets are forwarded to the NAR) between the PAR and the NAR.

• the NAR responds with a handover acknowledge (HAck) messagein which it
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confirms the NCoA and it means that the forwarding tunnel between PAR-NAR

can be setup.

• the PAR sends a fast binding acknowledgment (FBAck) to the MNto confirm

the tunnel has been setup and the NAR accepts its NCoA.

• the MN sends a fast neighbour advertisement (FNA) to the NAR to attach to it.

6. If the MN has not sent an FBU through the PAR or it sent it but left before receiving

an FBAck:

• it sends an FNA containing the FBU to the NAR

• The NAR processes the FNA and determines if the NCoA is not in use.

• If it’s in use it discards the FBU and sends a neighbour advertisement acknowl-

edge (NAAck) in which it includes an alternate NCoA.

• If the NCoA is okay, the NAR sends an FBU to PAR to setup the forwarding

tunnel.

• The PAR responds with an FBAck and starts forwarding packetsto NAR.

• The NAR receives the FBAck and starts forwarding packets received from the

PAR to the MN.

7. The MN then performs the home registration as described inthe mobile IPv6 pro-

tocol through the NAR. Packets will continue to arrive at thePAR until registration

is completed.

In [5], the authors evaluated the fast handover scheme usingreal implementations of fast

MIP on a network emulator. It was found that fast MIP can meet the requirements of

even real-time applications. The results for fast mobile IPhandover delays are in the

range [3-15ms]. The results show that FMIP is independent ofnetwork delays and RA

frequency. User perception tests, using an audio-video streaming application, forcing

handovers without movements, acknowledged the satisfactory performance of fast MIP.

3.1.7 Adapting Handover Decisions

In [54], the authors attempt to reduce handover delays for real-time applications by limiting

the number of unnecessary handovers made. If the application is a real-time application, less

handover decisions are made. If it is a non real-time application, more handovers are triggered.

The handover algorithm uses the number of beacon signals that are below a certain threshold

to determine when the handover procedure should be triggered. This algorithm is adapted

depending on the type of the application. For real-time applications less beacon signals are
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used to trigger the handover. For non-real-time applications, more beacons have to arrive before

handover is triggered. For cellular to WLAN handovers, morebeacons are required to trigger

handover regardless of the application.

When handover is triggered, the Mobility Agent starts multicasting packets to both the old

and new SAs. The MN remains connected to the old SA and only disassociates from it when

the handover to the new one is finished. This means that no packet loss or delay is experienced

by the application even if the handover fails or is delayed. An analysis of the throughput and

delay during the transition region, where the beacon is below the threshold, reveals that higher

throughput is achieved while moving from WLAN to cellular because more time is spent in the

WLAN, and lower delays are experienced overall as less handovers are triggered in the process.

In the algorithm above, when the MN is connected to a cellularnetwork, it has to wait for

a long time to switch to WLAN. This would hinder high data rateapplications. The application

type should have been used here to determine whether or not the application is a real-time

application, and trigger the handover accordingly. The delay and throughput improvements

shown in the analysis can be achieved by a simple hysteresis handover procedure. However,

the differentiation between real-time and non-real-time is still useful. Furthermore, the algo-

rithm does not address handover delays and incurs considerable signaling costs through the soft

handover and multicasting procedures.

3.2 Handover Decision Algorithms

The heterogeneous networks architecture presents the userwith a diverse array of wireless

technologies that are capable of providing network connectivity for his data applications. How-

ever, the varying characteristics of the wireless networkson the one hand represent the user

with a challenging decision with regards to which network heshould connect. Furthermore,

networking applications have diverse quality of service requirements. Hence selecting a net-

work that is suitable for the users application varies depending on the type of the application.

In addition, a user might simply have a preference towards a certain network due to loyalty,

cost or security issues. As a result, network selection becomes a multidimensional problem that

has to account for multiple factors including network characteristics, application requirements

and user preferences. In the context of a mobile user, the network choice becomes part of

the handover decision process. The user has to decide, depending on the choice of available

networks, whether or not to handover and to which network he should connect.
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Various handover decision algorithms and techniques have been proposed in the literature.

These vary in their approach, the criteria they use in their decision making and their adaptabil-

ity towards user input. Some of these techniques focus on specific parameters such as power

consumption and battery life [41, 48, 31, 35] gearing their handover decisions towards max-

imising these criteria. Others adopt a more holistic approach using multidimensional decision

techniques such as fuzzy logic [43, 13, 27, 47]. Overall, most of the algorithms proposed in

the literature adopt one of the many multi criteria decisionprocesses to address the problem.

These include: classical Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) algorithms [65, 60, 66],

Markov Decision Process (MDP) techniques [62, 34, 20] and Fuzzy logic [64, 51, 52,?, 71].

3.2.1 Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic lends itself readily to handover the handover decision problem as its flexibility in

defining parameters would accommodate for the dynamic nature for network conditions. In a

traditional handover scenario, the handover decision is based on whether or not the received

signal level (RSS) falls below a certain threshold. When comparing multiple networks, a more

flexible approach such as fuzzy logic would provide more granularity in its description. Fuzzy

logic uses membership functions which allow a parameter to take two different states at the

same time [37]. Taking the RSS example, using a traditional system, a networks RSS is either

above or below the threshold. Fuzzy logic can describe how far a certain networks RSS is above

or below the threshold by assigning it a membership functionfor both states. For example, a

network with a membership function of 0.4 above and 0.6 belowis less far below the threshold

than a network with a membership function of 0.2 above and 0.8below.

In [28, 29], fuzzy logic is used in combination with neural networks to evaluate handover

decisions. Network parameters such as signal level, network load and user velocity are eval-

uated using Multi-level Perceptron (MLP) neural networks [25] which feed the Fuzzy Logic

Controller. Algorithm evaluations carried out using the OPNET [46, 14] network simulator

considered ftp download response times and TCP throughput.Simulation results show im-

provement on ftp response time and slight improvement on TCPthroughput, as compared to a

traditional RSS threshold algorithm.

In [24] the authors use an elman neural network as part of the handover decision process.

The neural network is used to predict the number of users, then fuzzy logic is applied to a
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number of network parameters including bandwidth and velocity to reach a handover decision.

Simulations carried out by the authors show that this technique produces better results than

conventional RSS algorithms.

In [72], a handover decision algorithm based on grey prediction models[30] and fuzzy logic

is proposed. Grey prediction models are used to predict the networks RSS values, which are

used in combination with available bandwidth and cost as thedecision parameters. These pa-

rameters values are fed into the Fuzzy Logic Controller which assess the viability of handover.

Simulation results show that this system reduces handover frequency.

3.2.2 Multiple Attribute Decision Making(MADM)

Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) techniques [32]allow the combination of differ-

ent network network criteria to obtain an optimal solution.An informed handover decision is

hence achieved, which takes into account several Quality ofService (QoS) parameters and not

only signal level making it ideally suited for an overlay environment. Various efforts have been

made to make use of MADM methods for network selection.

In [55] MADM methods are identified as a good technique for handover decisions. They

are compared to a few traditional handover methods and identified to produce better results.

However, the actual MADM algorithms were not analysed or closely studied to investigate their

individual properties. A more thorough evaluation of MADM methods is presented in [73]. It

produces results that show the factors that influence handover decisions. Nevertheless, it does

not include mechanisms for incorporating user preferencesinto the handover decision and only

refers to it through application profiles.

In [1, 2], a handover architecture is introduced to implement MADM methods on mobile

terminals. The architecture presents a flexible method for ranking a scoring network that in-

cludes both user preferences and application profiles. However, this scoring method depends

purely on predefined scores set by the user, which are modifieddepending on the current net-

work. It does not incorporate network characteristics directly into the decision process which

might lead to inaccurate results. Furthermore, the processwas not compared to other MADM

methods to evaluate its performance.
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3.2.3 Simple Additive Weighting (SAW)

The Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) algorithm [32] is a MADMalgorithm that evaluates

handover opportunities based on a normalized weighted sum of available networks’ QoS param-

eter values. These parameters are formulated into a decision matrix where the rows represent

the networks being evaluated and the columns represent the criteria on which the evaluation is

based. The matrix is multiplied it by a weighting vector thatdefines the relative priorities of

each of the criteria considered.

Given a decision concerning four networks (GPRS, WCDMA, 802.11, 802.16) compared

on the basis of five attributes: cost, bandwidth, handover delay, battery life (delay, jitter, ....),

the decision matrix is illustrated below:

M =























network/attribute Cost Bandwidth Delay Jitter

GPRS x11 x12 x13 x14

WCDMA x21 x22 x23 x24

802.11 x31 x32 x33 x34

802.16 x41 x42 x43 x44























To compensate for the varying scales of the different criteria and to ensure that their respective

values are comparable, every element in the decision matrixis scaled as follows:

rij =



























xij
xmax
j

for criteria where a higher value is desired such as bandwidth.

xmin
j

xij
for criteria where a lower value is desired such as cost.

(3.1)

xij : denotes theithnetwork andjthattribute

rij : denotes the scaled value of the attribute.

xij : denotes the original value of the attribute before scaling.

xmax
j : denotes the highest value of thejthattribute amongst the observed networks

xmin
j : denotes the lowest value of thejthattribute amongst the observed networks.

To choose the weights of the different criteria, and given the imprecise nature of the relative

importance of one attribute against another, fuzzy values are used initially to distinguish the

importance of each attribute on the overall decision. For example, for a voice application, the
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attributes relative importance can be described as follows:

Cost High

Bandwidth Low

Handover delay High

Battery life Low

To use these fuzzy values in the decision process, they have to be converted into crisp (nu-

merical) values which can be used in the overall score calculations. Several conversion scales

[15] exist that can be used to assign numerical values to the above fuzzy values. The resulting

numerical weights are normalized and multiplied by the scaled decision matrix to calculate the

overall score of each of the candidate networks (equation 3.2)

Ci =

√

√

√

√

4
∑

j=1

wjrij (3.2)

Ci : denotes theithnetwork’s overall score,

wj : denotes the weight of thejthattribute

rij : denotes the scaled value of thejthattribute for theithnetwork.

The SAW ranking depicts the weights assigned to each attribute. The network with the greatest

values for the most highly weighted attributes is ranked first. However, the networks’ ranking

does not always follow the ranking of the high priority attributes [32]. Some networks are

penalized for low scores on low priority attributes. The ranking seems to account for all the

attributes evenly, taking into account the weighting factors. This will be investigated further in

chapter 5.

3.2.4 Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to IdealSolution (TOPSIS)

TOPSIS is a MADM algorithm that defines the best alternative as the one closest to the ideal

solution, which combines the best values for each attribute. The first step is to normalize the

attribute values to achieve a more comparable set. This is achieved as follows:

rij =
xij

√

∑

4

i=1
x2ij

(3.3)
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rij : denotes the normalized value of thejthattribute for theithnetwork

xij : denotes the original value of the attribute before normalization

wj : denotes the weight of thejthattribute

The next step is to scale the decision matrix using a set of weights that determine the impor-

tance of each attribute, as was done with the SAW algorithm. Based on this scaled matrix, the

ideal and the negative ideal solutions are calculated. These represent the combination of the

maximum attribute values and the minimum attribute values respectively. They are calculated

as follows:

For a given attribute j,

A+
j =







max vij if j ∈ J

min vij if j ∈ J́
(3.4)

A−

j =







min vij if j ∈ J)

max vij if j ∈ J́
(3.5)

A+
j denotes the positive ideal solution for thejthattribute

A−

j denotes the negative ideal solution for thejthattribute

J denotes attributes where a higher value is desired.

J́ denotes attributes where a lower value is desired.

vij denotes the scaled weighted value of thejthattribute for theithnetwork

The process of determining the relative closeness of each alternative to the ideal solution

is done as follows:

1. The distance from the ideal solution is calculated:

S+

i =

√

√

√

√

5
∑

j=1

(vij − (vj)+)2 (3.6)

2. The distance from the negative ideal solution is calculated:

S−

i =

√

√

√

√

5
∑

j=1

(vij − v−j )
2 (3.7)
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3. The relative closeness to the ideal solution is calculated:

C+

i =
S−

i

S+

i + S−

i

, 0 < Ci+ < 1, i = [1− 4] (3.8)

Using the same decision matrix as the one used for the SAW algorithm and the same weight

vector, TOPSIS produces a different network ranking [32]. This can be explained by the TOP-

SIS algorithm’s favouring of higher priority criteria. As the algorithm’s evaluation is based

on the ideal solution, it is likely to give better scores to high priority attributes. This will be

investigated further in chapter 5.

3.2.5 Connectivity Opportunity Selection

In [11], a new concept of Multi-hop connectivity opportunities is introduced. These are iden-

tified by their mode of access (single/multi-hop) and the networks through which they’re ac-

cessed. Handover decisions are triggered by either an application specific event or a generic

(link layer) event. Two handover service classes are defineddepending on applications’ QoS

requirements:

• A Quality Guaranteed (QG) decision profile to be used with realtime applications.

• A Quality Flexible (QF) decision profile to be used with non-realtime applications

Both decision profiles take into account, as well as the network characteristics and applications’

QoS requirements, the level of user mobility and the cost associated with each network. The

profiles are defined by a set of utility functions that are usedto assess the decision parameters

such as cost and network conditions. The overall formulae combining all the utility functions

is given by equation 3.9 below:

f(Ci, T,M) = [fnet(Ci,M) + fmob(Ci,M)]wnp + fcost(Ci)wcost (3.9)

f(Ci, T,M) denotes the overall network score using the CSA algorithm.

fnet(Ci,M) denotes the network’s QoS utility function.

fmob(Ci,M) denotes the user’s mobility profile.

fcost(Ci) denotes the cost utility function.

wnp denotes the network conditions weight.

wcost denotes the cost weight.
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The two weights used in the equation above allow the trade offbetween cost and quality. As

the sum of the two weights is 1, their relative values represent the respective influence of cost

and network conditions on the overall handover decision. Cost-conscious users are able to

compromise the quality they receive to reduce costs. Both application profiles use a common

utility function for cost. As the objective is to reduce costs, the utility function is inversely

proportional to it (equation 3.10).

fcost(Ci) =
(cmax − c)

cmax

(3.10)

cmax denotes the maximum price the user is willing to pay for access to the network. As such,

if the network’s cost exceeds that value, the utility function returns a negative value, and the

respective network is penalized.

The other utility functions in equation 3.9 define the network conditions and mobility profiles.

They have different definitions in the Quality Guaranteed and the Quality Flexible profiles.

Quality Guaranteed :

The Quality Guaranteed (QG) profile is intended for use with realtime applications.

Hence, its utility functions specify performance thresholds for network parameters to

make sure prospective networks meet the application’s QoS requirements. Network con-

ditions are assessed through equation 3.11 below:

fnet(Ci, T ) =
λ−Rme

λ
+

D − δ

D
+

PLRmax − ǫ

PLRmax

(3.11)

The utility function,fnet(Ci, T ), defines thresholds for the application’s mean data rate,

Rme, maximum delay,D, and maximum packet loss,PLRmax. The network’s data rate,

λ, delay,δ, and packet loss,ǫ, measurements are bound by these thresholds. Any values

outside these bounds are penalized by the respective utility functions. Mobility is defined
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in equation 3.12 below:

fmob(Ci,M) =











































0 if Mobility is high and multi-hop connection

0.25 if mobility is low and multi-hop connection

0.5 if mobility is high and type is WLAN and single hop connection

0.75 if mobility is high, type WMAN or cellular

1 otherwise
(3.12)

To limit interruptions to connectivity, the utility function, fmob(Ci,M), favours wide

coverage networks, such as cellular and Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMAN),

over Local Area Networks (WLAN). Preference is also given tosingle hop over multi-hop

connections.

Quality Flexible :

The Quality Flexible (QF) profile relaxes the QoS requirements set by the QG profile. As

it is intended for non-realtime applications, which are delay tolerant, it does not specify

delay in its utility function (equation 3.13). Throughput and packet loss are the parame-

ters accounted for, as data integrity and speed of overall delivery are more important for

non-realtime applications.

fnet(Ci, T ) =
λ

λmax

+
ǫmax − ǫ

ǫmax

(3.13)

The maximum data rate,λmax, and packet loss,ǫmax, values specified in the equation

above are not QoS parameter thresholds. They represent the highest data rate and packet

loss values, respectively, amongst candidate networks, and are used as a normalization

factor. The QF mobility profile is defined by equation 3.14 below:

fmob(Ci,M) =































0.25 if mobility is high and multi-hop connection

0.5 if mobility is high, type is WLAN and single hop connection

0.75 if mobility is high, type WMAN or cellular

1 otherwise
(3.14)

As was the case with the QG profile, wide area networks and single hop connections are

also favoured here. However, the QF profile shows more tolerance to high mobility as

non-realtime applications are better equipped to handle interruptions.



Chapter 4

Evaluating Handover Decision Algorithms

4.1 Evaluation Approach

In the previous chapter, a number of handover decision algorithms were reviewed. These varied

in the approach they take in evaluating networks, the network metrics they take into account in

their evaluation and the level of user interaction with the scheme. Hence, in order to evaluate

and compare a number of these algorithm, a common attribute has to be identified. This com-

mon attribute lies in the claim all of the decision algorithms make, and that is to ’select the best

network’ for the user’s applications. Hence, in evaluatingthe handover decision algorithms,

this chapter will focus on how the decisions triggered by thedifferent algorithms affect the

performance of network applications.

However, network applications have different properties.Their demands on the network

depend on their function and how the user interacts with them. Some are bandwidth intensive

and generate high data rates. Other applications are delay-intolerant and require very low end-

to-end delays. Any delay variations (jitter) would also harm these applications.

In [63], Internet traffic is classified into elastic and inelastic depending on the time relation

between the traffic entities. Inelastic applications can befurther classified into tolerant and

intolerant depending on their sensitivity to network delays. Elastic applications can also be

split into interactive and background applications, characterized by the level of user interaction.

4.1.1 Inelastic applications

Inelastic applications are predominantly real time applications that have stringent delay and

throughput requirements. They generate data at a constant or a variable bit rate and require the

maintenance of the timing characteristics of their data. They use the UDP transport protocol,

usually combined with RTP to ensure the reliable delivery ofthe data.
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Inelastic applications are very sensitive to delay variations in packet delivery. IP networks

have varying delay characteristics depending on the load onthe network. The network delay is

characterised by a constant intrinsic element attributed to packet propagation and transmission

by network nodes, as well as a variable element attributed towaiting time on network queues.

Depending on how sensitive they are to jitter, inelastic applications can be further classified

into intolerant rigid applications (conversational) and tolerant adaptive applications (streaming).

Conversational applications have rigid delay bounds and are unable to adjust their operation in

the face of delayed packet delivery. This includes applications such as voice over IP (VoIP)

and video conferencing. However, streaming applications such online TV can adapt their delay

requirements, and are able to tolerate short interruptionsusing smoothing buffers. User ser-

vice requirements can also dictate the level of tolerance tointerruptions. A video conference

application in a military environment, relaying battlefield data to commanding officers cannot

tolerate service interruptions. However, a video conference of an academic lecture can accept

some interruption to the service.

4.1.2 Elastic Applications

Elastic applications comprise traditional Internet applications such as email, web browsing

and file transfer. They are not greatly affected by network delays but require low-loss reliable

transport. Depending on the level of user interaction, elastic applications can be classified

into interactive and background class. Interactive applications such as web browsing are char-

acterized by a high level of interaction with the user. Background applications such as file

downloads do not typically involve user input during their execution. Higher priority is given

to interactive application to ensure responsiveness to user interactions.

Based on this assessment, a number of metrics can be identified to be used in the evaluat-

ing the decision algorithms. Two profiles will be defined:

• A realtime profile where delay and throughput are inspected to assess the effect of the

handover decision on the performance of the application. Instantaneous throughput is

considered here, as temporary drops in throughput may lead to packet loss resulting in a

temporary but noticeable degradation in the quality of the application.

• a non-realtime profile where overall throughput is considered to evaluate the soundness

of the handover decision
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4.2 Simulation Setup

The evaluation is done using simulations as it allows for wider testing of various network types,

sizes and conditions. The simulator used in this study in thediscrete event network simulator

NS2. NS2 provides an excellent platform for network simulations due to the extensive number

of network modules already built within it, as well the ability to add new functionality as the

specific at hand requires. A number of modules were developedas part of this work in order to

provide the necessary tools for the evaluation process. These are described below:

4.2.1 New Developed Software modules for ns2

The software modules created within the project were built around the NIST mobility package.

This package provides the 802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH) functionality which pro-

vides the essential bridge between the link layer and the network layer. MIH provides triggers

that notify the network layer of events in the link layer suchas: Link Detected, Link Up, Link

Down... MIH also provides commands that allows handover decisions to be executed from the

network layer [40]. To complement the MIH functionality provided through the NIST package,

the following modules were created:

Network measurement module :

This module collects network measurements such as delay, jitter, data rate and packet

loss in realtime, to be used by the handover decision algorithms.

Handover decision modules:

The handover decision algorithms were created in a modular fashion such that further

algorithms can be added without the need to modify the other modules.

4.2.2 Simulation Scenarios

The simulation setup emulates the overlay network scenariopresent in most urban areas in the

developed. The overall structure is of an overlay 802.16 (WiMax) BaseStation (BS), scattered

within it are three 802.11 (WiFi) Access Points (APs). One multi-homed Mobile Node (MN)

having an 802.11 and an 802.16 interface moves gradually between the hotspots of the 3 802.11

APs while always in range of the 802.16 BS. Two 802.11 and one 802.16 mobile nodes are at-

tached to the two 802.11 APs and the 802.16 BS respectively. The three single interface mobile

nodes are stationary. Two routers represent an IP backbone network, attached to the them is a

host that starts a communication session with the MN (See Figure 4.1 below). The communi-

cation session consists of a CBR application for the realtime profile and an FTP application for

the non-realtime profile.
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Figure 4.1: Simulation Scenarios

4.3 Decision Algorithms Evaluation Results

Three Handover decision algorithms will be evaluated in this section: TOPSIS, SAW and CSA.

TOPSIS and SAW represent two alternatives of MADM solutions, whereas CSA presents a

more flexible and user centric algorithm.

4.3.1 Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to IdealSolution (TOPSIS)

The MN connects to the 802.16 BS at the start of the simulationas it is the only available

network. As the simulation develops, the MN starts moving and gradually entering the cover-

ing area of the 802.11 hotspots. Table 4.1 below shows how theTOPSIS algorithm scored the

different networks as the MN entered the second 802.11 hotspot. The throughput shown is in

bits per second and delay is in seconds. The terms MAC 6, MAC 2 and MAC 0 refer to the

802.16 BS, the first and second 802.11 APs respectively. As can been from the table, MAC 0

has the highest score, and the MN is handed over to it.

Figure 4.2 below shows the throughput for the realtime profile where CBR traffic is generated.

As the MN is handed over to the new network, the throughput remains unchanged. This is to be

expected, as the low data rate required by the application can be easily met by both networks.
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Network Score Throughput Delay Packet loss

MAC 6 0.406362 12460000.00 0.000044 0.00

MAC 2 0.089693 9285714.28 0.010691 0.00

MAC 0 0.651208 27293934.68 0.013355 0.00

Table 4.1: Realtime traffic scenario -TOPSIS Network ranking
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Figure 4.2: Realtime application throughput.

Although the new network has a higher data rate, that is of no significance to the application, as

its throughput requirements were already met by the previous network As shown in table 4.1 the

queuing delay of the new network is higher than the old network by 2 orders of magnitude, and

is at a level that can be detrimental to realtime applications. However, because of the low values

being measured here, its effect on the overall score was lessthan that of the throughput. it is

interesting to note however, that the resulting end to end delay experienced by the application

is actually lower in the second network

Table 4.2 shows the TOPSIS scores for non-realtime profile. Again handover is triggered

to the new network. Here, the main concern is the throughput and how it is affected by the

handover decision the handover is executed when the second access point is detected (MAC 0).
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Figure 4.3: Realtime application end to end delay.

Network Score Throughput Delay Packet loss

MAC 6 0.443923 12460000.00 0.000044 0.00

MAC 2 0.000000 9285714.28 0.003203 0.00

MAC 0 0.818661 27293934.68 0.001232 0.00

Table 4.2: non-Realtime traffic scenario -TOPSIS Network ranking

as in the previous case, this network has higher throughput,and so is given a high score by the

topsis algorithm, as shown in Table 4.2 However, inspectingthe real throughput experienced by

the user application reveals that the data throughput actually drops after the handover, as shown

in Figure 4.4 below

Overall, the above two scenarios have illustrated two problems with throughput at the access

point does not reflect the throughput to be expected by application data as it does not consider

the load on the AP the queuing delay at the AP can give a clear indication of the access delay,

but is only a small component of the overall delay, and hence the resulting performance might

not reflect the decision higher emphasis should be placed on metrics that are more relevant

to the application to ensure that the chosen network provides the best performance for the

application. this is illustrated in the first scenario, where handover was triggered despite the
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Figure 4.4: non-Realtime application throughput.

new network having longer delays. This decision was based onthe higher data rates available

at the new network. However, in an instance where the currentdata rate is satisfactory for the

application, the application should not have been handed over to a network that has not longer

delays. This is especially relevant as the application is time-sensitive, an attribute that was not

considered by the algorithm.

4.3.2 Simple Additive Weighting (SAW)

As the MN moves into the coverage area of a new 802.11 network (MAC 0), the SAW algorithm

identifies it as a better network, as indicated by the high score shown in table 4.3. The new

network has a higher data rate than the other two networks butalso a higher queuing delay.

Network Score Throughput Delay Packet loss

MAC 6 0.610319 12460000.00 0.000044 0.00

MAC 2 0.245108 9285714.28 0.010691 0.00

MAC 0 0.717942 27293934.68 0.013355 0.00

Table 4.3: Realtime traffic scenario -SAW Network ranking

Despite this, handover is executed to the new network and traffic is diverted towards it. In the
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first scenario, the simulated traffic emulates realtime application traffic. As such, throughput

and delay experienced by application data are assessed. Figure 4.5 shows the data throughput
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Figure 4.5: Realtime application throughput.

measured during the simulation. As expected, the throughput remains consistent throughout

the simulation at around 200kbps, which is the application’s data rate. The low data rate of the

application meant that it was easily satisfied by both networks. The end to end delay dropped

after the handover as shown in figure 4.6 This is inconsistentwith the measurements collected

during the handover decision process, which asserted that the new network has a higher queuing

delay. Nevertheless, the overall end to end delay appears tobe lower than the previous network.

In the second scenario, a file transfer application is run andthe MN is set on the same move-

ment pattern. Again, handover is triggered once the MN detects the presence of a new 802.11

network. The conditions are similar to the previous scenario with the new network experiencing

higher data rates and queuing delays. The score assigned to it by the SAW algorithm deems the

benefit of the higher data rate to outweigh the hindrance of the higher delay. This is quite rea-

sonable given the current application is not time-sensitive. However, this information was not

part of the decision process of the algorithm. A closer inspection of the application throughput

before and after the handover instance reveals that the datathroughput actually drops after the
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Figure 4.6: Realtime application end to end delay.

Network Score Throughput Delay Packet loss

MAC 6 0.406362 12460000.00 0.000044 0.00

MAC 2 0.089693 9285714.28 0.010691 0.00

MAC 0 0.651208 27293934.68 0.013355 0.00

Table 4.4: non-Realtime traffic scenario -SAW Network ranking

handover. This can be attributed to a higher load on the new host network, a factor overlooked

by the SAW algorithm.

Considering both scenarios, it is clear that more information is needed to ensure handover

decisions result in the best available network being chosenfor the user’s application. As men-

tioned in the previous section, network conditions at the access point might not reflect the

overall end to end picture. Furthermore, the application’srequirements have to be considered

when trading off the importance of different network metrics. Although SAW does allow for

the use of weights to emphasise certain network attributes,these weights are not modified to

accommodate different application requirements. Adapting the weights dynamically in line

with the current application would result in more informed decisions.
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Figure 4.7: non-Realtime application throughput.

4.3.3 Connectivity Opportunity Selection Algorithm (CSA)

In this simulation, handover is triggered earlier than the previous two cases. As shown in table

4.5, handover is triggered to the first 802.11 network encountered by the MN It should be noted

from the table, as well, that both data throughput and delay are more favorable in the original

network. However, the CSA algorithm considers other factors that are not shown in the table.

Network Score Throughput Delay Packet loss

MAC 6 2.894226 12460000.00 0.000044 0.00

MAC 2 2.945901 9285714.28 0.013303 0.00

Table 4.5: Realtime traffic scenario -CSA Network ranking

First, its assessment of network attributes is based on a predefined application profile. In this

case, as the application being simulated is a realtime application, the Guaranteed Quality (QG)

profile is used. The QG profile defines thresholds for network metrics, such as the maximum

delay or packet loss. The CSA algorithm’s assessment of the network depends on whether or

not these limits have been crossed. In this scenario, the parameters that influenced the CSA

score are the mean data rate and maximum delay. In this simulation, these two metrics were
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set to: Mean data rate = 100kbps, Maximum delay = 0.2s. As the values for both networks

fall within both thresholds, neither network is consideredfavorable. However, CSA also takes

into account network cost, which is set to 20 for 802.16 networks (MAC 6) and 10 for 802.11

networks (MAC 2). As a result, MAC 2 is chosen as it is cheaper.
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Figure 4.8: Realtime application throughput.

Figure 4.8 shows the application data throughput before andafter the handover. Although the

throughput observed is similar to that seen with the previous two algorithms, it is only in this

case that the algorithm’s assessment is consistent with theobserved behavior. Using the prede-

fined application profile, CSA concluded that a handover willnot affect the application’s QoS

requirements. This is illustrated by the consistency of theapplication’s data throughput before

and after the handover. Considering the end to end delay observed in figure 4.9, although it

has dropped after the handover, its value before the handover was already within the acceptable

bounds. Hence, it does not constitute a significant improvement to the application’s perfor-

mance.

In the non-realtime application scenario, the CSA algorithm’s behavior is different as it relaxes

its QoS requirements. This can be noted from table 4.6 where similar network conditions with
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Figure 4.9: Realtime application end to end delay.

realtime applications lead to a handover. In this case, no handover is triggered as the original

network (MAC 6) is seen to be better because of its higher datarates and despite it higher cost

(20 compared to 10 for MAC 2).

Network Score Throughput Delay Packet loss

MAC 6 1.294807 12460000.00 0.000044 0.00

MAC 2 0.998097 9285714.28 0.003423 0.00

Table 4.6: non-Realtime traffic scenario -CSA Network ranking

Network Score Throughput Delay Packet loss

MAC 6 0.900000 12460000.00 0.003074 0.00

MAC 2 0.997312 9285714.28 0.003063 0.00

Table 4.7: non-Realtime traffic scenario -CSA Network ranking

Handover is only triggered when delay in network MAC 6 overtakes the delay in network MAC

2, as can be seen from table 4.7. However, since the present scenario involves non-realtime
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applications, this decision does not yields the best application performance. This can be clearly

seen in figure 4.10 where data throughput drops after handover. The only justification for this

action is the low cost of the new network. Hence, the user has to manage the trade-off between

cost and quality to obtain the best value service.
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Figure 4.10: non-Realtime application throughput.



Chapter 5

Comparison of Handover Decision Algorithms

5.1 Performance Comparison of the Handover Algorithms

To analyze and further investigate SAW and TOPSIS algorithms, their relative ranking of a

set of networks with different attributes will be compared.Four networks will be compared,

two WCDMA networks (A1 and A3) and two WLAN networks (A2 and A4). The network

attributes used to compare these networks are: cost, bandwidth, signal level, handover delay

and battery life. These attributes were assigned priorities based on their impact on the Quality

of Service of a voice application. Using fuzzy logic, these priorities were mapped onto the

numerical weights shown in the table below.























Cost High 0.717

Bandwidth Low 0.283

Signallevel Medium 0.5

Handoverdelay High 0.717

Batterylife Low 0.283























(5.1)

The decision matrixM below shows the respective values of the 5 attributes for each of the

four networks. These generic values will be used to compare how the two algorithms rank the

different networks based on these attributes values.

M =

















A1 10.0000 30.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

A2 7.0000 40.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

A3 1.0000 80.0000 20.0000 0.2830 1.0000

A4 2.0000 40.0000 40.0000 0.2830 1.0000

















(5.2)

Using the same decision matrix and the same attribute priorities, as shown above, the two

algorithms generate two different sets of ranking results.
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SAW

















A3 0.61427

A2 0.50864

A1 0.46853

A4 0.39877

















(5.3)

TOPSIS

















A3 0.66630

A4 0.53304

A2 0.45054

A1 0.33370

















(5.4)

To investigate the factors contributing to the variation ofscores between the two algorithms,

the values of the attributes will be varied between the maximum and the minimum figures

used to observe the effect of different criteria on the overall ranking. In particular, the values

of the attributes with the lowest weights are varied, since their values are the ones that differ

between networks WLAN2 and WCDMA1/2 whose ranking is swapped around between SAW

and TOPSIS. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 below show the ranking of the different alternatives as

the values of attributes 4 and 5 are changed.

Figure 5.1: SAW ranking as the values of attributes 4 and 5 arechanged for network A4.

It can be seen from the graphs that as the value of the attribute is changed with SAW, the
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Figure 5.2: SAW ranking as the values of attribute 5 are changed for network A4.

network ranking changes as the value of those attributes forA4 approaches the values for A1/2.

Attempting to change only the values of attribute 5 did not result in any changes in the network

ranking. This emphasizes the supposition that the SAW reflects a complete picture of all the

elements combined and no one attribute dominates the decision process. To verify this property,

the highest priority attribute, attribute 1, of a low scoring network, network 1, was increased to

check if that alone would improve its ranking. As can be seen from Figure 5.3, no changes can

be observed on the ranking of the networks.

This is in contrast with TOPSIS, where as the value for attribute 1 is changed for network

A1, its ranking changed and it moved above A2 (see Figure 5.5 TOPSIS ranking as the values

of attributes 1 are changed for network A1.). This behaviourcan have a major influence on

how handovers are handled. As the user moves to a network witha very highly favourable at-

tribute such as bandwidth which could be of use for a file download application. If the decision

algorithm prevents handover to such a network because otherattributes are not as favourable,

the application loses the opportunity to make use of that network. In such a scenario, TOPSIS

is more favourable to SAW.

To investigate this further, let us look at the decision matrix below, which was used to calculate
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Figure 5.3: SAW ranking as the values of attributes 1 are changed for network A1.

Figure 5.4: SAW ranking as the values of attributes 1 are changed for network A1.

the last score point on the graph, and taking networks A1 and A2 in isolation, it can be seen

that:

M =

















4.0000 30.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

7.0000 40.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

1.0000 80.0000 20.0000 0.2830 1.0000

2.0000 40.0000 40.0000 0.2830 1.0000

















(5.5)

• For attribute 1, which is a cost parameter, the difference between the two networks is 3/7

in favour of network A1.
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Figure 5.5: TOPSIS ranking as the values of attributes 1 are changed for network A1.

• For attribute 2, the difference between the two networks is in favour of network A2.

Given that these are the only differences between the two networks, and that attributes 1 and

2 have the same weighting, network 1 should be ranked higher than network 2. This is not

the case here as can be seen from Figure 5.3. However, if thesetwo networks are evaluated in

isolation of the other networks, using a decision matrix as shown below, the results are different

(see Figure 5.4 above).

M =





4.0000 30.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

7.0000 40.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000



 (5.6)

The scores obtained are: [A1 0.93403] [A2 0.8869]

This shows how SAW ranking is distorted by the inclusion of other networks as each net-

work’s score is relative to other networks it is compared to,especially the network with the

highest score for a specific attribute. The lack of a pairwisecomparison means that each net-

work’s score is only valid when taken within the group and notindependently.
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To check if the same problem can exists with TOPSIS, the following decision matrix is used to

calculate the network scores:

M =





10 30 80 0.909 0.5

7 40 80 0.909 0.5



 (5.7)

The resulting scores are shown in Figure 5.6 below:

Figure 5.6: TOPSIS ranking as the values of attributes 1 are changed for network A1.

The effect is more apparent with TOPSIS as it relies on the existence of an ideal solution.

As there are only two alternatives, one of them is taken as thepositive ideal and the other as

the negative ideal. Changing the attribute values as in Figure 6 did not allow network A1 to

overtake A2’s ranking. Overall, network rankings are affected for both SAW and TOPSIS if

the number of networks is changed. TOPSIS is more sensitive to higher priority attributes and

does not penalize networks on low scores on low priority attributes. SAW gives a more evenly

distributed score accounting for all the criteria.

5.2 Pairwise comparison

As was mentioned in the previous section, the relative ranking of networks using the SAW

algorithm is affected by the other networks being compared during the evaluation. This distor-

tion can be attributed to how each network’s criteria are scaled before being their evaluation

using SAW. This scaling results in a value that is proportional to the minimum/maximum value

amongst the different networks for that criterion. Hence, each network’s score is dependent on

how close its criteria values are to these minima/maxima.

The example considered above with reference to network A1 and A2’s ranking within the

four network group and in isolation demonstrates this issue. In that example, the following
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matrix was used:

M =

















4.0000 30.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

7.0000 40.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

1.0000 80.0000 20.0000 0.2830 1.0000

2.0000 40.0000 40.0000 0.2830 1.0000

















(5.8)

As explained earlier, network A1’s score for parameter 1 is higher than that of network A2 and

vice versa for parameter 2. However, the difference betweenthe two networks’ scores is higher

for parameter 1 which should result in a higher overall scorefor network A1. On the contrary,

the result shown in Figure 5.3 shows a higher score for network A2. This can be explained by

the proportionality of the two networks’ scores to the minimum and maximum parameter val-

ues. For parameter 1 which is a cost parameter, a minimum value is desired and both networks’

scores are very high compared to that value. For parameter 2,a maximum value is desired, and

the two networks’ scores are closer to that value than for parameter 1. The proportionality of

the difference in scores between the two networks to the minimum/maximum value is higher

for parameter 2. Hence, the change in this parameter has a higher contribution to the overall

score.

To verify this behaviour, the minimum value for parameter 1 is changed from 1 to 2 as shown

in the matrix below.

M =

















4.0000 30.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

7.0000 40.0000 80.0000 0.9090 0.5000

2.0000 80.0000 20.0000 0.2830 1.0000

2.0000 40.0000 40.0000 0.2830 1.0000

















(5.9)

This should make the difference between the two networks proportionally higher for parame-

ter 1 relative to the minimum value. The ranking, as shown in Figure 5.7 below, of networks

A1 and A2 is swapped for the last point on the graph (which corresponds to the matrix shown

above. This confirms the effect of SAW scaling, and particularly its proportionality to the min-

ima/maxima, on the relative ranking of networks.

To address this problem a different scaling and normalization approach has to be used to pro-

duce an overall ranking that reflects the relative ranking ofeach network amongst the other

networks regardless of how many networks are evaluated.
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Figure 5.7: SAW ranking as the values of attributes 1 are changed for network A1.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

This work addressed the issue of Seamless handover across heterogeneous networks. The first

step was to review the issue of handover latency and how that can be resolved. The consensus

among researchers was that link layer information is neededat the network layer to improve

the efficiency of layer three handover. The main body of the work centered around handover

decision algorithms A framework is defined for evaluating handover decision algorithms. The

aim of this framework is to create a common assessment mechanism for the highly varied

handover decision algorithms.

This framework assesses the respective algorithms by considering the effect of the handover

decisions on applications’ performance. The metrics used to evaluate the application vary

depending on the type of the application To facilitate the evaluation process, a set of software

modules were developed as part of the network simulator NS2.These modules allow mobile

devices to gather the necessary information to assess network conditions.

6.2 Open Issues

A number of the difficulties were identified in making the right handover decisions. One of

the main issues is the inconsistency between the network conditions as measured at the access

point or the base station, and the end to end conditions experience by the application. This leads

to unfavourable handover decisions as the handover algorithm is only aware of local conditions.

Another issue is the algorithm’s adaptability to user and application preferences. An algo-

rithm might be able to select the most optimal network in terms of QoS metrics, but the user

might prefer a cheaper network. Algorithms should be able toaccommodate different applica-
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tion requirements and should adapt their decisions to the type of application. Using application

profiles with thresholds or utility functions can result in better decisions than using absolute

values. If an application is in an operating range that satisfies its requirements, it gains no

benefit from moving to another network with better conditions. In fact, it might be penalized

due to the disruption that might be caused by the handover.
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